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We bring to you the April 2019 issue of the News Journal. You can also enjoy it on the 

news journal Blog. It is brought to you by the Muslim Planet Project.  

It is a fact about the Muslim Community that together we are very resourceful. Together 

we will empower ourselves and open new doors for the entire community.  

To bring the community together the Muslim Planet Project will host your websites, 

provide you email addresses, send bulk email campaigns on your behalf, host your 

blogs, and publish your books or articles. Please contact us for these services. We are 

not for profit. Our services are mostly free.  

Please help us serve the community through your generous Donations. We will accept 

Zakat and Sadaqat. Donate a dollar a month, it will help the cause. 

May you and your community be blessed.  
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The Wonder Woman of America 

By 

Professor A. R. Choudhary 

 

Summary:  

In the February issue we presented to you Ilhan Omar as the Muslim Hero in the US 

Congress. In our March issue we discussed how she had since become a National Hero. 

The April issue continues this present day saga because Ilhan Omar has continued her 

herculean accomplishments in the US Congress. She has now become the wonder 

woman of the entire continent.  

She has strength, intelligence, and courage to face the consolidated waves of attacks 

from AIPAC, Zionist groups, white supremacist terrorists, and the president of USA. 

She looks frail, giving the appearance that the waves would sweep her away. In reality 

she is strong and courageous, and to the utter disappointment of her attackers she has 

stood her ground and prevailed with a smile. Indeed she is more than a wonder woman 

because she has accomplished all this in real life, not just acted it out in a movie.  

This has been possible because she is confident in her cause and totally unafraid of the 

wickedness that threatens her. The president of the country shamelessly attacks her. 23 

of her Congressional colleagues unashamedly vote against a bill that condemns hate and 

bigotry, complaining that the bill did not explicitly single her out as the target. Watch 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilhan_Omar


her videos and read her words and appreciate the strength and courage that she musters 

in the face of death threats from white supremacy terrorists, political oppression from 

AIPAC and the Zionists, and the character smearing by the President. And these are not 

the only Dark Forces; there are the Christian Right, the Evangelists, and the Republican 

Nay Sayers. 

The Dark Forces have already started plans to unseat her in the 2020 elections. There is, 

however, no need for worry if we play our role as a community. We must out donate for 

Ilhan Omar, we must out campaign for her, and we must out vote for her to victory in 

2020. That we can readily accomplish in spite of the threatening circumstances. The 

strength of the Dark Forces is undone because the US voters have understood their high 

handed tactics and seen through their media blasts.  

There is a solid example. Republican Gregg Nelson lost to Democrat Ibraheem Samirah 

in the special election to fill state Sen. Jennifer B. Boysko’s open seat in the House of 

Delegates. Sameerah was attacked with Anti Muslim phobia as well as the full blast of 

Antisemitism accusations. Sameerah nevertheless prevailed with 60% of the vote in a 

three way race.  

Yes we can!  

In order to do it for Representative Ilhan Omar in 2020 we must remember the lessons 

learned from the experience of Ibraheem Sameerah in VA. There are three critical 

factors: volunteers for the campaign, the support of the community, and the campaign 

coffers. We the Muslim community in USA must get organized in support of 

Representative Ilhan Omar and DONATE generously. Now a days money is very 

important to win a race in the US elections. 

Some Links for Details 

As soon as Representative Ilhan Omar took the oath of office, Muslim bashing started 

right away. That is the first thing AIPAC and Zionists do; to intimidate the critics into 

submission or silence. Easiest bullet to fire was the accusation of Antisemitism. There 

was strong pressure from AIPAC and the Zionists to make an example of Rep. Ilhan 

Omar. They pushed Speaker Pelosi to pass a resolution in the house to squarely blame 

Ilhan Omar of Antisemitism. Pelosi might have obliged but Ilhan Omar is not alone in 

the Congress. Many many members of the Congress pressed Pelosi; firstly not to blame 

Rep. Ilhan Omar personally because what she said was critical of the politics of Israel 

and it definitely did not amount to Antisemitism; secondly, Antisemitism is not the only 

problem, or even the main problem in USA. The real problems are the prevalent racism, 
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bigotry, Islamophobia, white supremacy, and antisemitism. Hence, the resolution that 

was passed by Pelosi greatly disappointed AIPAC and the Zionists.  

This experience told AIPAC and the Zionists that Congress woman Ilhan Omar was not 

an easy target. So they momentarily backed off. Then AIPAC influence mongering 

created another situation. The President of USA obliged with his own unhinged 

onslaught. But it backfired again. The unafraid members of the Congress pressed the 

Speaker to respond. Pelosi finally came through to accuse Trump of spreading hate 

against Rep. Ilhan Omar and endangering her life. One man in NY was actually arrested 

for threatening to kill Rep. Ilhan Omar.  

Let us, however, remain vigilant as to what comes next. 

Conclusion: 

The truth is that Ilhan Omar simply highlighted the way Muslims in USA feel after 911. 

The Dark Forces twisted it in a wicked way.  

Rep. Ilhan Omar used her wisdom and courage caused the wickedness of the Dark 

Forces to backfire. That made Rep. Ilhan Omar the wonder woman of North America. 

USA greatly benefits from the election of Ilhan Omar to the US Congress. As regards 

the Muslim community in USA, Ilhan Omar is the biggest if not the only hope at the 

moment. You know that AIPAC and the Zionists are ready and bent upon unseating her 

with their big money and influence. As a community we must not fall short of the 

occasion. The election of 2020 is around the corner. We do not want our only hope to 

die young. So come out and give your support.  

 

Disclaimer: Views expressed in the articles are those of their authors and do not necessarily represent 

the Muslim Planet Project. 
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